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Let {w(~)},=~ be a stochastically differentiable stationary process in R”’ and let A,, sR”’ satisfy 
lim ,,tlli P{,(O) E A,,} = 0. We give a method to find the asymptotic behaviour of P{lJ,,,,,l{w(t) E A,}} 
as UT u2. We use our method to study hitting probabilities for small sets with application to Gaussian 
processes and to study suprema of processes in..lW with application to (the norm of) Gaussian processes 
in Hilbert space. 
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1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper we assume that {w(t)},zo is an R”‘-valued strictly stationary 
a.s. continuous stochastic process on a complete probability space (0, 9, P), and 
that {AuIUt,u,,L,,j, --co s u, < u2 c 00, is a family of open subsets of R” such that 
P{~(O)EA,,}+O as u?u,, P{w(0)~A,,}+l as u&u, 
and O< P(o(0) E A,,} < 1 for u E (u,, 2~). 
Further we let N,,(h) denote the number of (non-strict) incrossings in A,, by 
{w(t)}gc,-_h, that is, N,(h) is the number of t’s in (0, h] satisfying 
A, n U {w(s)} =(d for some t, E (0, t), 
5C(ll,l) 
A,n I_. {w(s)}#~ for each tzg(t,cc). 
\t(f,fz) 
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We also assume that F(U)= E{N,(~)}E (0, a) for u E (u,, u2) and let Km be the 
(m - I)-dimensional Hausdorff measure over R”, Am the Lebesgue measure over 
R”, clos( B) the (Euclidian topological) closure of B c R”, B’= R” - B, d(B) = 
clos(B) n clos( B’) and int(B) = clos(B’)“. 
Given an h > 0, it is well-known that sometimes/often 
-b(u) as utu2. (1.1) 
Equation (1.1) holds for w(t) mean-square differentiable (m.s.d.) R-valued non- 
degenerate (i.e., P{w( t) = w(O)} f 1 for some t # 0) Gaussian, (ui, u2) = R and A, = 
(u, 00) (cf. e.g., Cramer and Leadbetter, 1967; or Leadbetter et al., 1983). (1.1) also 
holds for w(t) E R” with independent m.s.d. non-degenerate Gaussian components, 
(u, > u2) = u-x+, and A,, = {xER”‘: (xl> u} or A,, ={XE R”: (xl< l/u}. The large-ball 
result is due to Sharpe (1978) for equally distributed components and to Lindgren 
(1980a, b) in the general case. The small-ball result is Aronowich and Adler’s (1986). 
However, (1.1) does not hold in general. A simple example for which (1.1) fails 
is a degenerate process. In fact one obtains a better formula (cf. Theorem 1) if one 
makes the following degeneracy adjustment: 
P -P{w(O)~A,}+h~(tl) as UT+. (1.2) 
This formula holds trivially in the degenerate case and also has a nice heuristic 
interpretation. To give that interpretation we note that (provided that e.g., P{,(O) E 
d(Au)I = o(p{w(O) E A,))) 
Hence failure of (1.2) implies liminfU~,2P{N,(u)~l}/E{N~(u)}~l or 
lim supUrUz P{ Nh (u) 2 1, w (0) E A,}/ P{ IV,, (u) a 1) > 0. In both cases the interpreta- 
tion is that (asymptotically) given an incrossing in A, there is another incrossing 
within a bounded period of time with positive probability. Thus we refer to it as 
clustering of incrossings when (1.2) fails. 
In Section 2 we characterize when (1.1) and (1.2) hold. 
In Section 3 we develop a general theory for finding the asymptotic behaviour 
of P{UObrGJ? {w(t) E A,,}} as u t u2. Our conditions are quite restrictive, but can (to 
our belief) be expected to hold for (stochastically) differentiable w(t) such that 
P{,(O) E A,)= c&(u)). 
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In Section 4 we use our theory to study the case A,, - (l/u)A as u + 00, for some 
set A G R”, and give an application to Gaussian processes. 
In Section 5 we study suprema of processes which do not cluster and give an 
application to Gaussian processes in Hilbert space. The general result of this section 
is an alternative to that of Section 2 and the result for Gaussian processes can also 
be established using Section 2. 
One of the motivations for our work were to try to extend the large-ball result of 
Sharpe (1978) and Lindgren (1980a, b) to infinite dimensions and Aronowich and 
Adler’s (1986) small-ball result to non-spherical sets. 
Here the powerful one-dimensional Gaussian machinery does not apply, and one 
has to seek other methods. (We refer to Leadbetter et al. (1983), Leadbetter and 
Rootztn (1988) and Adler (1990) for (among other topics) excellent expositions of 
Gaussian methods and results.) 
Since we use the same method in Sections 4 and 5 we give a general version of 
it in Section 3 rather than repeating the arguments twice. 
Our way of approach stems from Berman (1982, 1983) (in particular Definition 
2 and Condition B have analogues in Berman, 1983), and our results connect to 
and generalize Theorem 12.1 of Berman (1982) (and our Corollary 3 is a version 
of that theorem). There are also links to the basic paper by Pickands (1969). See 
also Leadbetter et al. (1983) and Albin (1990). 
Although general theories have been given by e.g., Berman (1982,1983) and Albin 
(1990), such theories only tell us that P{U~,,_~ {w(t) E A,,}} - Cf( u) where f is a 
known function but C E (0, ~0) an unknown constant (but see Section 12 in Berman 
(1982)). On the other hand the results of Sharpe (1978), Lindgren (1980a, b) and 
Aronowich and Adler (1986) on m.s.d. Gaussian processes also give the value of 
the constant. Another motivation for the present work thus were to try to give a 
general theory also providing information about the value of the constant. 
2. Clustering 
In this section we characterize (1.1) and (1.2). 
Theorem 1. Let { qa: (u, , u2) + (0, CO)},,, be functions satisfying 
P{w(O) E a(A,)} =o(q,(u)p(u)) as UT u2 for each a > 0, 
lim,fOup li?f,s,ip qa( u) = 0. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Further take h > 0 and suppose that 
lim inf lim inf P{w(O) E Au, wtq,(u))@ AJ, 1 
alO utuz %(U)/Ju(~) y . 
(2.3) 
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Then (1.2) holds #for each s E (0, h) we have 
(2.4) 
Remark. The requirement (2.3) were first used by (and is explained in) Leadbetter 
and Rootzen (1982). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that (2.4) holds for s E (0, h). Then we get (using (2.2)) 
-P{w(O) E A,) 1 
3 lim inf lim inf - {w(qa(u)k) E A,1 1 
= lin$f lim inf L’h’l(u)‘P 
uruz p(u) k=, 
w(O)eA,, h {w(q,(u)j)@A,} 
j=l 
[\/Y”(U)1 
3 lim inf lim inf 
alO 
ut~,rr $;<:‘11 p{ w(O) E A,, 1’7 {W(qa(U)j)g AU} 
;=I I 
2 lim inf lim inf 
sP{w(O) E A,, w(q,(u))@ A,) 
U&O utuz S<,(U)P(U) 
- limfoup lim7;up 
sP{w(O) E A,,, w(q,(u))g A,,, Ups?‘“” {w(q,(u)_d E AlI 
%,(U)PL(U) 
2s for each sE(O, h) (2.5) 
(where the last inequality follows from (2.3) and (2.4)). The fact that (1.2) holds 
now follows from combining (2.2) with the fact that, by (2.1), 
P 
1 
u {w(t)~A,,} ~P{N,,(h)~l}+P(w(O)~clos(A,)} 
rc[0,/,] I 
s hp(u)+ P{,(O) E A,,I+o(q,(a)p(a)). (2.6) 
Conversely, assume that (1.2) holds. To prove (2.4) we first note that 
P{w(O) E A,,, w(q<,(u))g A,,1 = P{@(O)@ A,,, w(q,(u)) E &I 
~qU(~)~(u)+p{w(O)~d(A,)}. (2.7) 
Further we observe that, by an easy modification of Lemma S.l(ii) in Leadbetter 
and Rootzen (1982), (2.1) and (2.3) ensure that 
lim;oup lim_“;“p 
P{o(O)g A,, w(q,(u))c A,, Uriro,y,,(u)~ {w(t) E Au)) 
9a(U)P(U) 
=O. (2.8) 
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Now (2.4) holds for s E (0, h) since, by (1.2), (2.1), (2.2), (2.7) and (2.8), 
I 
c 1irn;sup limT;up -&P u {w(t) E A,}, ‘h’yU(u”+’ kf-I0 {w(q,(u)k) @ A,) 
tt[wl 
1 
+ lim inf lim inf - 
alo UTW /L(u) [i 
P ‘h’q$;:‘+’ {w(q,(a)k) E A,,)) -Pia E A..)] 
S limOfOup li?frEtp 
hP{w(O)g A,, w(q,(u)) @ A,, Urt~~,(uu {w(t) E A,)} 
%(U)P(U) 
1 [hl~u(u~l+~ 
+ lim inf lim inf - 
alO UT+ /L(u) 
& P W(O)EA.,,?J {w(q,(u)j)gAJ 
I 1 
s lim inf lim inf - 
c [kh_l;l;;;“)::jl] P{w(O) E A,, w(q,(u))g A,, U;=, {w(q,(u)j) E A,)1 
U&O uruz p(u) 
+ limAup lirntsup 
hP{w(O) E A,, w(q,(u))pf A,1 
qa(u)p(u) 
G (s - h) limL;up lim sup 
P{w(O) E A,, w(e(u))a A,, u[ksi:@)’ {w(q,(u)k) E A,)} 
utuz qa(u)CL(u) 
+h. 0 
Corollary 1. Let { qa : (u, , u2) + (0, m)}a,o be functions satisfying (2.1), (2.2) and 
(2.3), and let h,>O. Then (1.1) holds for each h E (0, ho] iff (2.4) holds for each 
s E (0, ho) and in addition 
P{o(O)~A,}=o(p(u)) as utu2. (2.9) 
Proof. Theorem 1 directly yields the ‘W-part of the statement, so assume that (1.1) 
holds for h E (0, ho]. If (2.9) does not hold, then 
and hence we obtain, by (l.l), for h E (0, ho] sufficiently small, 
1GliminfP 
ufuz 
U {w(t) E A,) 
I/ 
P{w(O)EA,}~Mh<l. 
fe[O. hl 
This is a contradiction, so that (2.9) must hold. Combining (1.1) and (2.9) it follows 
that (1.2) holds for each h E (0, ho] and in particular for h = ho. Thus, by Theorem 
1, (2.4) must hold for each s E (0, ho). •i 
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Example 1. Take (Y E (0,2) and, given cr > 0, write 2 E S,(o) when Z is an r.v. with 
ch.f. E(exp(i0Z)) = exp(-o”)81”}. Further let ([(t)}tcaa be symmetric o-stable 
motion, that is, t(t) has stationary independent increments and e(t) E Se((tl”“). 
Now consider (a separable version of) the MA-process o(t) = j, e-“+r’ d[( r). Then 
w(t) is stationary and a.s. continuous with we S,((2/a)““) (cf. e.g., Rootzen, 
1978). 
Take A,, = (u, CO), u, = -a, u, = 00 and q,(u) - a. Then (2.1) and (2.2) hold. We 
shall prove that also (2.3) and (2.4) hold, so that w(t) does not cluster. To that end 
we first note that, by Samorodnitsky (1988) and an elementary computation (as 
#+a), 
P{w(O)> u}-‘P ij {w(ka) > u} -ejka+rl dr 
k-0 
=n+l-ne-““/2. (2.10) 
To prove (2.3) we take X = 51, e’ d[(r) and Y = j: em’ d.$(r) and write f for 
their common density function. 
I!, [ePamr-eu+r] dt(r), 
Further we let Zi, 3 J‘y, e’ d&(r), Z’, = 
an d w, = w(0) - 2:. Then we have 
~(u)=!1’~u-‘P{w(O)~uiw(a)} 
=lii a-‘P{w(O)S u<e”X+emaY+ZZ,} 
+ lim;up up’P{ w,+Z~~~,~,+ZJ,+8-‘ZZ,>u} for e~(O,l). 
Here w, has a density which is uniformly bounded by some constant C, > 0 for 
a > 0. Further w, is independent of (Zk, Zl) and P{Zt > a”} - C2u’tcr--n’ as a JO, 
for 6 < 1 + (Y and some C, > 0. Thus it follows that 
lim~oup u-~‘P{ w,tZ~~u,w,+Zf,+~~‘22,>u} 
d lirn,soup um’P{w, +Zf, 6 u, w, +Z), + ~-‘a’+’ > u) 
S liyL;up a-‘[ Cle-‘u’+’ + ClC26-‘U’-‘U’~u’ + C2U’+“‘] 
which is zero for s~(O,(I+cy))‘). Further P{w(O)>u}-22~~~‘uf(u)-C~u~~ as 
u + co, for some C, > 0, and hence a twofold application of dominated convergence 
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(the easy details of which are omitted) yields 
lim;ttp a-‘P{w(O) ~u,-~~(0)+e~X+e-“Y>(l-~)u} 
= lim;up 
I 
V=(e”Pl)u/(e”-e~“) x=u-I 
I 
f(X)f(Y) dx dy 
v=px ~=[C’-F’u~(e ‘l-f ‘).l/(CC’~F) a 
_ 
-I 
u’2 (u -Q)f(u -Y)f(Y) dy 
--oc 1-E 
-+(l-E))‘(YP{w(O)>U} as 24+c0. 
Adding things up we conclude lim SUP,,_~ P{w(O) > u}~‘~(u) &a (since F E (0,l) 
is arbitrary). Hence (2.3) holds since, by (2.10), 
lim 
P(o(0) > u 2 w(a)} 1 -ePua’2 
++(Y as a&O, 
u-aT aP{w(O)> U} = a 
(2.11) 
To prove (2.4) we note that, by (2.7) and (2.11), lim inf,,, P{w(O) > u}-‘p(u) 2 
$a, so that (cf. above) p(u)-&P{w(O)> u}. Since 
p w(oi>u,w(n)~u,k~2{~(ka)>LL} { I 
=P{{w(O)>u}u{o(a)>u}}-P{w(O)>u} 
t 
n-l 
+p ,Ll,lw(ku)>UI I { -p ; {w(ka)>ul k=O I (2.12) 
the fact that (2.4) holds therefore follows directly from (2.10). 
Example 2. Take t(t) and A,, as above and let w(t) = j, g(r) d[(r) where g(r) = 
emirt” for r s 0 and g(r) = e-‘rp’i for rs0. We shall prove that while (2.3) holds 
(2.4) does not, so that w(t) clusters. To that end we note that, by Samorodnitsky 
(1988) and an elementary computation, 
P{w(o)>u}-'P 
1 
ij {w(ka)>u} 
k=O I 
+ta[&e-“I- 
I 
max g(ka + r)O dr 
Iw Osksn 
=[2-e-*1-‘[2(n+l)-2n e-““‘2-em” eana’*] for nas2. (2.13) 
NowwriteX=jI~g(r)d5(r)+~~g(r)d5(r)and Y=m(O)-Xandletfbetheir 
common density function. Further define 
I 
-’ 
s 
0 
Z;E 
g(r) d&(r) + g(r) &T(r) + 
I 
,‘,. g(r) &C(r), 
--l&a 
mu 
I 
‘yn 
I 
0 
Z;= [e-r-lkl _er+l+a 1 d5(r)+ [erm’+= - eer-‘-a] d&(r) _-a 
+ 
I 
,‘, [e-r+‘Pa - er-‘+a] de(r), 
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and let w, = w(O) - ZL . Then the argument in Example 1 carries over word for word 
to prove (2.3) and that @L(U) -&P{w(O)> u}. (The only change is that (2.11) this 
time follows from (2.13).) The fact that (2.4) does not hold follows from noting 
that, by (2.12) and (2.13), for s~2, 
lim lim *~” I_\&P 
1 
o(O)>u,w(a)~u,‘~‘Iw(ka)>u} 
k=2 I 
= ljm Ie 
u(l5/al-l)a/2_ l][e”“/2- 11 _e”‘/‘_ 1 ~ o 
alo cYa[e” -f] 2e”-1 ’ 
3. Asymptotic hitting probabilities for rare sets 
The purpose of this section is to give conditions under which the tail-behaviour of 
P{lJ,,s,s,, {w(t) E A,,}} can be determined. We start with: 
Definition 1. A regular sfarshuped domain centered at z ELQ” (rsd(z)) is an open 
subset B #(b of [w” satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) y(x-z)+z~B for each ~E[O,P~(X)) and x~[w”, where ps(x)= 
sup{ y > 0: y(x - z) + z E B}; 
(ii) there is a constant K, E (0, ~0) such that Ye = pH(x)-’ satisfies IrB(x) - 
rB(y)I S K,Jx -yl for all x, y E IL!“; 
(iii) Ni={xE[Wn: rs(x) = 0} has h”(d( IV:)) = 0; 
(iv) Ni={xEIWn- IV:: rR(x) is not continuously differentiable at x} has 
A “(clos( ML)) = 0; 
(v) A”({xE[Wn-(Jv$u NO,): Vr,(x)=0})=0. 
Here (i) means that a half-line starting at z intersects d(B) at most once (i.e., B 
is starshaped) while (ii) essentially means that d(B) is (K”) a.e. C’. Note that, by 
Rademacher’s Theorem (cf. e.g., Federer, 1969) and (ii), h”(N’L) = 0: The sharpening 
(iv) justifies Taylor expanding rB. 
Definition 2. ~AUlUt~U,,U2~ is regularly varying w.r.t. an rsd(z) B s R” and a density 
f on clos(B) (rv(B,f)) if the following conditions hold: 
(i) there are measurable functions {g, :[w” +aBn}Ut(,,,,u21 such that XE A,,- 
gu(x) E B for x E 1w” and u E (u, , u,); 
(ii) gU(w(0)) has a density fU for each u E (u,, u2); 
(iii) limUIUz f,(x)/P{w(O) E A,,} =f(x) for (A”) almost all x E B; 
(iv) f is continuous on dB ={x~lR”: r,<(x) = l} (*a(B)). 
Definition 2 is due to (and explained in) Berman (1983). It generalizes the 
one-dimensional concept of ‘domain of attraction of extremes’ to LQ”‘. Sections 4 
and 5 furnish examples of families {A,,} being rv(B,f). 
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Definition 3. Given an r.v. 5 in R”, a density f on the closure of an rsd(z) B s R” 
is (B, l)-integrable if the following conditions hold: 
(i) there is a function g on clos(B) with f, = j,, g(x)lVr,(x)l-’ dK”(x) <cc such 
that z”~‘~(zx) s g(x) for z E (0, l] and x E dB; 
(ii) lim supZ,, z J N’: P{llj 3 z}f(x) dx = 0. 
Definition 3 is purely technical and is needed when B is non-convex. 
Now let q : (u,, u2) + (0, ~0) be a function with lim,r,z q(u) = 0 and write FB = 1 - rR 
and am g,(w(q(u)t)). 
Condition A(B, q, 5). There is a stochastic process {~(t)},,~ in R” an r.v. 6 in R” 
with E{lSl} < cc such that 
P{r,(v,(0)+rlu(t))-r,(v,(t)) ~E~~(~,(O))l~S(~,(O))<I}‘O (3.1) 
as u t uz for each choice of F, t > 0, and such that 
(%4(t) I su(w(O)) = xl 5 56 (3.2a) 
((77u(s)),, (r],(t)), Isu(w(0)) = xl JZ ((5)~ (51ir), i = 1,. . . , n, (3.2b) 
for almost all x E B, for each choice of s, t > 0. 
Here (3.2) requires that we have an asymptotic Taylor-like expansion of gU(o( t)) 
while (3.1) requires that g,,(w( t)) does not deviate too much from this expansion 
in the direction of a normal to c?B oriented inwards. 
The natural choice of 7, is n,,(f) = [(d/at)g,,(w(t))l,_,Jq(u)t. 
Condition A is what is needed in terms of differentiability of w(t) for B convex: 
When B is non-convex we shall also have to require that 
P{~~(~,,(~))--TR(~,(O)+~l,(~))~~~~(~,,(O))l~H(~,(O))<I}~O 
as u t I+ for each choice of E, I > 0. 
(3.3) 
Condition B(q). For each a > 0 we have 
[ll/loy(li)l] 
Ii; s:p limsup C P{w(aq(u)k) E A, Iw(0) E A,} = 0. 
2 h=N 
Condition B means that w(t) leaves A,, not too long after entering it. 
Let n,,, = Vrg(x)//VrR(x)I (n,,, - 0 if Vr,(x) = 0). If (3.2) holds for the natural 
choice of n, (cf. above) with {A,} rv( B,f), then we have, by Belyaev (1968), under 
mild regularity conditions, 
p(u)- E{(n,x. C)+}f(x) dKn(x) ‘@@‘u; AU] as u~u*. (3.4) 
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We shall need the following weaker version of this statement: 
lim sup 
P(UMU) 
ur+ P{@(O) E A,,}< 
E{(n,; 5)+If(x) dK”(x). (3.5) 
In order to formulate our main result we define 
I,,,(v) = 
i 
1 if x+yyE B’ for each y>O, 
0 if x+-yyE B for some y>O. 
Theorem 2. Assume that {A,},,,c,,,,zJ is regularly varying (B, f) and that Conditions 
A(B, q, [) and B(q) hold. Further assume that (3.5) holds and thatP{w(O) E a(A,)} = 
o(P{w(O) E A,,}). Then (2.3) holds for qU(u) = aq(u) and (3.4) holds. Moreover the 
,following results hold: 
(i) If B is convex, then we have, as u t u2, 
(ii) If { is continuously distributed with f (B, l)-integrable and tf (3.3) holds, then 
we have, as u t u2, 
NJ re[o./ll {w(t) E Au})+ h 
p{w(O) E Al/q(u) 
E{(n,,. 5)‘~,,(5)If(x) dKn(x) = h+:(5). 
Remark. The fact that (2.3) holds is crucial in order to make it possible to combine 
the local results in Theorem 2 with a mixing condition to prove global limit laws, 
cf. e.g., Leadbetter and Rootzen (1982). 
Proof of Theorem 2. In the proof we omit the ‘B’ in rB, FBR, I,,, and n,,. 
Now, first note that (3.2) easily yields that the fidi’s of { nU (t)},:,,, converge weakly 
to those of {bt},;,o. Observing that w(q(u) t) E A,, w r( vU( t)) < 1 we therefore obtain, 
by arguing as for (2.5), 
q(u) 
‘%:ff P{w(O) E A,} P U {~(t)~A,J fF[O,/,] 
2 limJrrf lip i,nf litr,tnf q( 24) Lh”aq’u’)’ P{ i_i {r( v,(ak)) 2 1) 1 r( v,(O)) < 1) C 
1 /=N k=l 
- lirn~Oup li? szp lim?“;up i P 
1 
lh/(a9(14))1 
k-v+, {r(v,(ak))< 11 rtb(o))<l 
I 
h 
2 limJpf limJrlf lip i,f lim inf - 
tit+ a 
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X 
J 1 B P k~,Ir(x+~,(uk))~l+~P(~)}  v,,(O)=x) ‘(‘P{w(O) E A,] dx 
XP ; {r(v,(O)+~,(ak))-r(v,(ak))~.$q,(O))) r(dO))<l 
k=l 
(by Definition 2 and Condition B) 
h 
2 lim inf lim inf - J 1 P F/O 030 a B ~~,{r(x+ak~)~1+2ai(x)} 
(by Fatou’s Lemma, Definition 2, (3.1) and (3.2)). (3.6) 
To estimate the limit L we note that, by a change of variable, it suffices study 
z = 0. Now let dKk(x) = dK”(x)/lVr(x)l and aBY = {x E [w”: r(x) = y}. Since r(yx) = 
yr(x) and (Vr)( 7x) = Vr(x) for y > 0 we get, for z > 0 and nonnegative A”-measur- 
able u (cf. e.g., Federer, 1969), 
J 
z u(x) d  = 
ir(x)<z) JJ v(x) dK;(x) dy + J v(x) d  0 aB, NOR z 
J J Y n-1 = V(YX) dKi(x) dy + J v(x) d . (3.7) 0 as N; 
Hence it follows from the continuity off and Fatou’s Lemma that, given E > 0, 
0 < 6 < A < 00 and R 3 1, and writing x,, = x(1 - az), 
Now let 
c = clos( B) - N”, ) 
R,={xE C: Ixl<jr(x)} 
and 
Gi={(x~ C: Ix-yl<lyl/i for some YE A$}. 
Then the indicators I,, It and IT of D, 3 (C - Gi) n R,, Gi n Rj and RT, respectively, 
all satisfy I(yx) = I(x) for y E (0, l] and x E aB. Hence we have, by Definition 1 
and dominated convergence, as iToo, 
K~(dBnGinR,)=d”(GinRj) 1 nh”(ClOS(N~)nCnRj-{O})=O. (3.8) 
Now take p E (0, l), 
mB=inf{lxl/r(x): x#O}, Pi - (l-p)mBlC4i)v 
D$={xED~~: 1-pSr(x)dl} and S(x,r)={y~IW”:lx-ylsr}. 
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Then we easily get d( Ni, 0;) 2 2pi for the Euclidean distance d. Here the compact 
05 has a finite covering {S(x,, pi)} with xk E Of,, and so 
x E S(xk, Z-L,) c S(xk, 2~4) c (N$)’ for some k = k(x), for each x E DF. 
For XE S(xk, Z_L,) n 0: and ly(s Z_L~ we thus obtain, by Taylor expansion, 
y(x+y) = T(X)+Vr(x).y+afj(x,j)(y(, (3.9) 
where there exists a pi, > 0 such that 
(l- E)SZ 
sup{a:(x, y): x E S(xk, pi) n ofi, 1.v s Rp;,}s (1 +6)R for all k. (3.10) 
IfxED~hasVr(x).~s((l+e)/(l-6)) z and ?(x) = az weget, by (3.9) and (3.10), 
r(x+ ~47 = r(x) +Vr(x). (~3 + flit4 wUlwu51 
~l+e~(x) for u>O, z>S, /l)sR and lsZ~sZ~~,/u. 
Inserting this in the above estimate for L we get, for Z_L E (0, Z.L*,), 
LaI:~~~liml:nfP{~~,~,/r(x~~+oki)-l+&ijli.=)}, 
li~“R,Vr(x)~i~~z)j(~)Z~~(x)dr;(x)dz, 
Take x E JIB n R,, lyl s R and z E (6, A) and let 
ZIJY) = 
1 
1 when d(x+yy, B)> y/l for all yap, 
0 when d(x+yy, B)~y/l for some y>p. 
If Z&(y) = 1, a < p/(2AjZ) and yz ZL, then we have d(x,= + yy, B) > y/(21), and 
noting that IxUz + yyj sj+ yR +p/(21) we get 
[I- ~[2Z(j+ YR)+PI-‘1(x<,,+ YY) E B’. 
It follows readily that Z:,(y) = 1 implies 
r(x,,+yy)~l+y[2Z(j+yR)+~]1’zl+~uz=1+~~(x,,;) 
(uniformly in y, z and y) for a small. Hence we have 
P ~<JGR,{Z~,,(<)=~}- n 
{ 
{r(xNI+uk[)~l+~r”(x,z)} 
I 
+O as aJO. 
k--&L/a 
Inserting in the above L-estimate we get, sending a, 6, E 10 and R, I+ a, 
(1 
LZ 
II 0 
lim~f P{Ii,,(<) = 1, Vr(x).lz z}f(x)Z,,(x) dK;I(x) dz. 
;iN -’ 
Now, if Z:,,(y) = 0 for all 1, then there are y,, yz,. . .a p such that zf = x+ y/y 
has d (z,, B) s y,// for all 1. Choose a convergent subsequence yI, + yo. If y. < m, 
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then we easily get Z:,(y) = 0, so suppose y0 = ~0. Then we get, taking U, E B with 
ln,-z&2Y,lZ, 
r(~~,y)~r(~,,)+lr(z,,)-r(~~,)l+Ir(y,,y)-r(z,,)I~1+K,(j+2y,,/~k) 
for each k> 1 so that r(y) =0: If YE int(Nt), then yP1x+y~ N”, for large y, so 
that again Z:,(y) = 0. Hence we must have 
{y E W: Z;,(y) = 1)~ aNo, u 6 {y E U-2”: Z ,,(y) = 1). 
/=I 
Here ITO+ = L(l) a.e. and h”(aNi) = 0. Inserting in the above L-estimate and 
sending j_~ J 0 and i, j + ~0, we thus get, by (3X), 
cc, 
L3 
IJ 
P{Z&)=l,Vr(x)~~~z}f(x)d~;(x)dz=$&’). 
0 as 
Adding things up we conclude, by (3.6), 
lim inf 
q(u) 
uruz P(,(o) E A ) Z’ 
U 
(3.11) 
In an entirely similar way (but somewhat easier) it can be seen that 
so that (2.3) holds for q,(u) = aq(u): Here one does not use the indicator Z,:,,, 
and so the condition “5 continuously distributed” is not needed. 
In view of (2.7) it is now easy to see that (3.4) must hold. 
Further, in view of (2.6), statement (i) of the theorem follows from (3.5). (3.11) 
and the easy fact that 4’,(S) =$‘,(l) when B is convex. 
To prove (ii) we note that, by (2.3), (2.8) holds. Hence we have 
lim sup ufuz &;;;; A 1 P U {WE A,1 
U rt[‘J,hl 
G lim;Oup limts,ip q(u) [h’(u~))l+’ I’{ +’ {r(v,(ak)) 3 1) 1 r(v,(O)) < I} 
I=0 k=l 
(by using (2.8) as in the proof of Theorem 1) 
h 
S limr;Oup lima~oup a 
(by arguing as for (3.6), but using (3.3) and the theorem of 
Scheffe (1947) instead of (3.1) and Fatou’s Lemma). (3.12) 
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It remains to prove H d&(J). To that end we assume z = 0 as above. 
Now, if r(x+ a<) > 1 -e;(x) and F(x) = l- az, then, by Definition 1, KBla& Z= 
(1 - &)a~. Hence we have, by (3.7) and Definition 3, 
as A + co. Further we have, by Definition 3 and Markov’s inequality, 
.f(x)d~~(x)dy~@~+O as SJO, 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
l-o,? 
J J A-6 P{li( > Rlf(x) dKi(x) dy s - g’0 as R+co. 1-n-l iiB, R ’ 
(3.15) 
Also note that, by (3.8) and Definition 3, and since lim,,, IF(x) = 0, 
lims_tp $ 
,-a6 
J J fl’;,dK;dyG((d-6) gI$dKk+O as i+m, I -a3 dB, 
(3.16) 
Iim;ttp L 
,-a* 
U J J fl;dK;dyd(d-6) gl;dti;+O as j+W. I-od dB, 
(3.17) 
Now an easy argument yields that, given z E (6, A) and x E dB n R,, 
P 
i 
kc, {r(xaZ+&)~l-Ei(x,,)}, I,(c)=O, I[IaR +O as aJO. 
I 
Using (3.9) and (3.10) as above we therefore easily get, by Definition 3, 
Combining (3.13)-(3.17) and sending i, j, A, R + co and e, S JO we deduce that 
HG$i(l). Hence (3.12) yields statement (ii) of the theorem. 0 
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Remark. The idea to use Scheffe’s Theorem as in (3.12) (and as in Section 5 below) 
has been taken from Berman (1982, 1983). 
4. Hitting probabilities for small sets with application to Gaussian processes in R” 
Let A c (w”, m 2 2, be an rsd( z) with MA = sup{(xl: x E A} < ~0, let y l x = y(x - z) + z 
for x E R”’ and y E (0, ~0) and define A,, = (l/u) l A for u E (0, CO). 
Corollary 2. Assume that there is an IX”‘-valued T.V. 5 such that 
(u.w(slu), uWth>l 24. w(O)=x) qx+&,x+(t) 
for almost all x E A, for each chaise of s, t > 0, and that 
(4.1) 
[(hu)/al 
liEszplim+slp C P{w(ak/u)~A,~w(O)~A,}=0 foreach a>O. 
k=N 
(4.2) 
Further assume that 5 is continuously distributed with E{\s~} <CO and that o(O) has 
a density v continuous at z with v(z)> 0 and that the intensity p(u) for incrossings 
of w( t) in A,, satisjies 
limsup um-‘~(u)Gv(z) 
I 
E{(n,+. 6)‘) dKm(x). (4.3) U’CC 
Then we have 
Motivation of the hypothesis of Corollary 2. Noting that 
(u.w(t/u)lu.w(O)=x) gx+ ( w(tlu) -w(O) t/u u(w(O)-z)+z=x t, ) 
it is clear that (4.1) should hold with I 2(@‘(O) Iw(0) = z) when w(t) is differentiable. 
Further we have 
P(w(0) E A,,} = u-m 
I 
v(z+(x-z)/u)dx-h”‘(A)v(z)u7’. 
A 
This yields, by dominated convergence and (4.1), 
JWW~&/~(O)~A,J 
P{u.w(t/u)EAl = 
i 
u~W(o)=x}v(z+(x-z)/u)dx 
A u”P{u.cIJ(O)EA} 
+ h”(A)-’ 
I 
P{x+{tEA}dx as u+cc. 
A 
(4.4) 
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Formally changing the order between lim sup and 1 the fact that (4.2) should hold 
(if e.g., 5 has a density bounded near zero) follows since 
Further (4.3) should hold since, by Belyaev (1968), we expect to have 
Proof of Corollary 2. In the notation of Section 3, take q(u) = I,-‘, gU(x) = u ox 
and n,(t) = g,,(w(q(u)t)) -g,(w(O)). Then, by (4.4) and since J;,(x) = 
u~‘~zI(z+ (x - z)/u), the family {A,},,,_co,X\-, is rv(A,f) with f(x) = h”(A)-’ (A, <)- 
integrable (note that N’:, = g). Further (3.1) and (3.3) are void while (3.2), Condition 
B(q) and (3.5) reduce to (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), respectively. Hence Theorem I(ii) 
and (4.4) yield the corollary. 0 
Remark. When the hypothesis of Corollary 2 has been verified for A,, 5 (l/u) @A, 
then, by an easy argument, Corollary 2 also yields the asymptotics for hitting any 
family {R,),,.(o,,X~, such that for each a~(O,l) one has ((I-F)/u)@AGB,,G 
((l+e)/u)@A for all UE[U,,CC), for some u,=u,,(F)>O. 
We now give an application to Gaussian processes in R”‘. 
Theorem 3. Let w(t) be m.s.d. Gaussian with covariance matrix V and mean E = 
E{w(O)} and assume that the covariance matrix C(w(O), w’(O)) of (w(O), w’(O)) has 
full rank. Further let 5 2 (o’(O) 1 w(O) = z). Then there exists a constant ho> 0 such 
that, for each h E (0, h,], 
lim urn-’ P U {w(t)EA,,I u-?^ rt[O,h] 1 
= h exp{-i(E -z)~V~‘(E -z)} 
(27r)y vll’2 
E{(nA.X.5)‘IA,X(5)) dK”‘(x). 
Proof. First recall that IJ has mean matrix -( V’)TVm’( E -2) and covariance matrix 
V” - ( V’)T VP’ V’, where 
Vb = - V$ = Cov{w,(O), w:(O)} and v; = v; = cov{w;(o), w;(o)}. 
Further the cross-covariance matrix R, satisfies 
(Rl)i,-Cov{w,(O), w;(t)}= VI,+ V;;t-;V;t”+o(t’) as t+O. (4.5) 
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The fact that (4.1) holds therefore follows from observing that, by (4.5), 
E{u.w(t/u)~u.w(O)=x}=u(E-z)-R:,,,V-’[u(E-z)-x] 
-zx-(V’)*V-‘(E-z)t, 
Cov{(u.w(s/u)),,(u.w(t/u)),~u.w(O)=x} 
= J(R,,-,,,U - R:/u V-‘&J,, 
+ ( V” - ( V’)T v- ’ V’),st. 
Further we have, by straightforward matrix manipulations, 
IC(w(O), &))I = IC(w(O), b(~b40w~)lf2m - IGm, awm 
as t J 0. The fact that (4.2) holds for h sufficiently small now follows from (4.4) and 
noting that there is a constant F > 0 such that, for 0 < t/u s F, 
Moreover, by Belyaev (1968) and the continuity of n, (4.3) holds. 0 
Remark. Aronowich and Adler (1986) gave a version of Theorem 3 for w(t) with 
i.i.d. components and A = ‘the unit ball’. Other examples of related work are Berman 
(1984, 1985) and Albin (1990). 
5. Suprema for processes which do not cluster with application to Gaussian processes 
in Hilbert space 
Let {X(t)},,, be an R-valued as. continuous strictly stationary process such that 
the d.f. G of X(0) has a density g. Further assume that there is a function u’> 0 
and a density f(x) on [0, OO), continuous at x = 0, such that 
limGMU+w4) 
UT; 
- =f(x) 
1 -G(u) 
for almost all x 2 0, (5.1) 
where zi = sup{u: G(u) < l}. Here (5.1) is close to requiring that G is in a domain 
of attraction of extremes (cf. e.g., Albin, 1990), but nothing is required for x < 0 
and attracted G’s need not have densities, so (5.1) neither implies nor is implied 
by this. 
Corollary 3. If there is an r.0. 5 and a process {~,(t)},>~ such that 
( %(S), vu(f) X(0)-u w(u) -x) z(@,~Jt) foralmostallx~0, (5.2) 
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for each choice of s, t > 0; if there is a function q > 0 such that 
lit;Gup P 
1 
X(du)t) -X(O) 
w(u) 
-%4(t)> “[x~~~;~l/x(0)>u}=O (5.3) 
for each choice of e, t > 0; if 
[h/(aq(u))l 
Ii: szp li;;cup 1 P{X(aq(u)k)>ulX(O)>u}=O foreacha>O; 
k-N 
(5.4) 
if the intensity p(u) for upcrossings of (the level) u by X(t) satisjies 
lil];Fp b(uMu)ll[l- G(u)l~f(OW{S~I~=? 
and if lirn,,?; q(u) = 0; then we have 
(5.5) 
P 
1 
sup X(t)>u 
OS,S-h I 
- hp.(u) - W(0)E{Cml[l - G(u)llq(u) as u t ~2. 
Proof. Takingu,~inf{u:G(u)>O},g,(x)~(x-u)/w(u)andA,-(u,u^),wehave 
fu(x)= w(u)g(u+xw(u)) so that, by (5.1), {Au}ut~u,,Q~ is rv(B,f) w.r.t. the rsd(1) 
B = (0, CO). Here rB(x) = (1 -x)+, N”, = [ 1, a) and N% = 0. It is also clear that (5.2), 
(5.4) and (5.5) imply (3.2), Condition B(q) and (3.5), respectively. Further we have, 
by (5.3), 
li;;;up P rB 
I( 
X(0) - u 
w(u) 
+ 77, t) -f-i3 
> ( X(q(u)t) - u w(u) > 
rB(x$)llru) -1) 
= lirnFiup P 
1 
1 - 
X(0)-u 
w(u) 
-77,( 
2 &(X($U) 
t)-rr, ( X(q(u)t) - u w(u) > 
(X(OPu] 
S lim sup P 
X(q(u)t)--X(O) 
uy; w(u) 
x;!J+] )X(O)> u) 
S lim sup P 
wd4w~O)_77 (t)__FXwU,O<wO)-~ 
w(u) 
u II T I? w(u) 
+ lirnls;up P 
X(q(4t)-X(0)_~u(t)>E l<x(0)-u 
w(u) 
w(u) =sA /X(O)‘-u} 
+ lirnls;up P 
X(0)-u 
w(u) >A ,X(O)>u]/ ’ 
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< lim sup P 
x(sbwX(0)_q (t)>Exm-u 
u ’ 
u~ii w(u) w(u) lk(O);u) 
+ lim sup P 
UT; 
X(d4t)-X(0)_v 
w(u) 
u 
(t),? X(0)-u 
‘A w(u) 
IX(O)>u] 
+ litn~~up 
I 
cn w(u)s(n +xw(u)) dx 
A 1 -G(u) 
= 
I 
TAX) d x+0 when A-too 
(the last equality following from Scheffe’s Theorem). Hence also (3.1) holds, and 
so Theorem l(i) yields the corollary. 0 
We now give an application to Gaussian processes in Hilbert space. 
Let (K(.I*), II.11) b e a real separable Hilbert space with algebra of (bounded 
linear) operators Z(H) and let {[(t)},En be an H-valued stationary separable 
zero-mean Gaussian process (i.e., IF=, (xi 1 [(t, + h)) has a zero-mean Gaussian law 
independent of h for t,, . . , fk, h E R and x1,. . . , xk E H). Further let R, and R be 
the cross-covariance and covariance operator of t(t), that is, the elements in 2’(H) 
given by 
(R,xly)=El(xI5(t))(y(5(0))} for X,.YE H and R=&. 
Here R is positive with eigenvalues A, 2 A2 2 . . .> 0 and there is a corresponding 
ortonormal basis e, , e2, . . . in H of eigenvectors of R and trace(R) = E{ 1)[(0) 11’) < ~0 
(cf. e.g., Gihman and Skorohod, 1974). 
We shall assume that A, > 0 for all i since this can always be achieved by reducing 
the dimension of H (for non-trivial t(t)). 
To (be able to) study extremes of /[(t)ll we have to require that there is a family 
{T~},=~ of operators r, E Z’(H) such that 
t(t) - r&(O) and t(O) are independent for each t E R, (5.6) 
and that there are operators T’, r”, A, E .Z( H) such that 
r, = I + r’t -+r”t* + A,t* for t E R and ‘,‘y llA,II =0 (5.7) 
(where (I TII = sup{ 11 Txll : llxll= l} for T E 2’(H) and Ix = x for XE H). 
Note that (5.6) amounts to find r, with E{(x 1 e(t) - r,t(O))(y 1 e(O))} = 0 for x, y E H, 
which is equivalent to R, = Rr’f’ (where T* is the adjoint of T E Lf( H)). Using (5.7) 
we therefore obtain the expansion 
R,=R+R(r’)*t-;R(r”)*t’+RA:t* for tE[W. 
Here stationarity easily yields R-, = RT, and hence we must have 
R(r’)* = -r’R, R( r”)* = r”R and RAT = A_,R. 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
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We will need the following easy consequence of a result by Fernique (1971) (valid 
in much more genera1 contexts than our Hilbertian one): 
Lemma. For every H-valued Gaussian r.v. N we have 
? 
P{((NII>u}Sexp 
96E;,-N ,,‘I I 
,for u 3 2m. 
Proof. Given numbers s > 0 and p > 4 such that P{ 1) N )I s s} B p, we have, according 
to (the proof of Theorem 7 in) Fernique (1971), 
2 
P{IINIl>uI~exp 
P 
-Llog- 
24s’ 
for u 2 S. 
1-P 
Now, taking s = 2[E{ Ij N /1’}]“2, Chebyschev’s inequality yields that P{ 11 N (I s s} 3 2, 
and hence the lemma readily follows. 0 
Let P&, denote the operator projecting H on a closed subspace M s H. 
To state our result we let m be the multiplicity of A,, d(H) the dimension of H, 
E the subspace spanned by e,, . , e ,,,, P, = I - PE and 
1 for d(H) = m, 
A3 r/(W) 
n [1-h,/A,]m”2 for m<d(H)sco, 
I = ,,I + 1 
(where trace(R) <cc yields A <CO). Further we write 3 = {x E E : JJxII = I} and note 
that lIP~5(0)l12 h as a density g, such that ML= sup). _, gl(v) <cc when d(H)> m 
(cf. e.g., Rhee and Talagrand, 1986). 
Theorem 4. Suppose that (5.6) and (5.7) hold and fhat 
y = Ii.5 ([r”- (r’)*r’]x lx) > 0. (5.10) 
Further let x be a zero-mean H-valued Gaussian r.v. which is independent of ((0) and 
has covariance operator r”R + r’r’R. Then there exists a constant h, > 0 such that, for 
each h E (0, ho], 
X II ~~[(x+[(r’)*+r’lP,S(~)/~)l~/ IIP~i?L5(0)/12=YI zs.n 
xexdy/(2A,)}g,b) dKfn(Z) d_v 
as U+OO when d(H)>m, while, for d(H)=m, 
P{ sup 1/[(t)/] > U} - humm’ exp’-;,;;(2h’)’ j E{(xlz)--} dKm(z). 
o- r=-h (27rhI) z t .#I 
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Proof. We prove the theorem by applying Corollary 3 to X(t) = 11S(t)j\‘, 
To prove a.s. continuity for X(t) we observe that, by (5.8), 
E{\I5(t)-5(O)II’>= C E{(eil5(t)-5(0))'1 
I-_lrd(H) 
= C P(& Ie,) -(R,e, 1 et> - (R?e, / dl Ic,rd(H) 
= ,sl_Cd,,, [(r”R 1 e,)-2(A,ReiI ei)It’ 
= C h,[(r”e,)e,)-2(A,e,(e,)lt’ 
~trace(R)[(lr”II+2)1A,[\]t*. (5.11) 
Taking p E (0, 1) and applying Lemma we thus readily obtain 
P{l ll5(t)ll - 115(0)11 I ~t”}sP{ll[(t)-[(O)ll~f”} 
-Z-p) 
96trace(~)[llr’.l,+Zl/A,,/1 I 
(5.12) 
for t<[4trace(R)(IIr”((+2llA,11)]- “r2(‘--p)‘. Hence (cf. e.g., Cramer and Leadbetter, 
1967) II(( (and X(t)) must be as. continuous. 
To prove that (5.1) holds withf(x) = (2h,)-’ exp{-x/(2h,)} and w(u) = 1 we note 
that (writing r( .) for the Gamma function) 
gE(x) = (2Al)-‘r(~m)~‘(x/(2A,))“/*-’ exp{-u/(2A,)} for x> 0. (5.13) 
Further we have (cf. e.g., Zolotarev, 1961; or Hwang, 1980), 
P{X(O)> U}-Ar(tm)~‘(u/(2A,))“‘2~’ exp{-u/(2h,)} (5.14) 
as u +CO. Combining (5.13) and (5.14) it follows that (5.1) holds for d(H) = m, so 
suppose d(H) > m. Writing 8’ for the subspace spanned by e, , . . . , e,,, and g, for 
the density of IIPz~(0)l12 we then get, by (5.13), 
-l/2 
g,(z-x) ev-x/(X,+,)1 dx 
WG 
=$:!,{: (Ix)““x-“*exp{-![k-k]xzidx 
T($il)z”‘g, (z) 
= r($(m + 1))G 
,F,(I,$(m+l); -4 [k-k]z) for z>O, 
where ,F, is the confluent hypergeometric function (cf. e.g., Erdelyi et al., 1953). 
Here the second equality and (5.13) yield that g, is bounded. Further the third 
equality yields (using e.g., Erdelyi et al., 1953) 
gV(u)-[1-A,+,/A,]~L’2gE(u) as u+co. (5.15) 
Hence (again by (5.13)) there is AE (0, co) such that 
gg(~)=sA(x+l)m’z~’ exp{ -x/(2A ,)} for x > 0. (5.16) 
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Now (5.13)-(5.15) prove (5.1) when d(H)=m+l so suppose d(H)>m+l. 
Writing 2 for the density of /[(I- Pn)5(0)1/* we then get 
Here we 
g(u+x) I ld+.x &(u+x-y)ay) P{X(O) > u1= dy. (5.17) 0 P{X(O) ’ u> 
have, by (5.14) and (5.15), 
g6(u+x-~)~(y)+exp{(y-x)l(2~,)l~(y) 
P{X(O) > ul 2h,‘4Jl -L+,lA, 
as u+co (5.18) 
for x, y > 0. Further we have, by (5.16), 
g&+x-~)&)~A(~+x+l) m’2-’ exp{(.v - 24 -x)l(2~,)M~) 
VX(O) > UI P{X(O) ’ u> 
for x, y, u > 0, where (cf. e.g., Hwang, 1980) 
dy = 
ev{y/(2A,)k,(y) dy = A <a (5.19) 
In view of (5.14) it is therefore clear that the convergence (5.18) is ‘dominated’, 
and inserting in (5.17) we obtain (using (5.19)) 
g(u+x) 
P{X(O) > u) + I 
x exp{(.v -x)/(2A,)} dy = exp{-xl(2Ar)) 
o 2A,AJl -&,,+,/A, 2A, 
as u-+00, for x>O. This proves (5.1) when d(H)>m+l. 
We shall prove that (5.2) holds with n,(t) = v(q(u)t), where 
77(f)~2(5(~)-r,5(0)I~,5(~))+2(P~[r’+(r’)*lP~5(0)l5(0))~ 
and q(u) 3 up”‘. To that end we note the elementary fact that 
P{AIX(O)-u=x}= P{A)P,5(O)=z~,IlP,5(O)II" =YI 
for any event A, when d(H)> m. Here we have, by (5.7)-(5.9), 
E{(x 15(s) - r.AO)Xy /t(f) - rL(O))l 
=([R-RTr,]xIy)=([r”R+ r’r’R]sly)st+(a,,,Rxly)(lsl v It/)” (5.20) 
for some us., E Z(H) such that I~u,~,, I/ + 0 as IsI v ItI + 0. Noting that (by (5.6)) Pfi.$(0), 
P,t(O) and e(t) - r,E(O) are independent and that 11 r,z - z(I + 0 it thus follows that 
(cf. e.g., Gihman and Skorohod, 1974) 
p 
{ 
A irl(4Cu)t.J , s 41 &5(O) = zJu+x-y, II &0)ll” = Y 
I:, I 
+P 
1 
A {2(~+[r’+(r’~*lP~5~~~l~~~,~~,~/ll~~5~~~II”=Y 
i-l I 
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(recall that Pg = PE). Further we have, by (5.1), (5.13) and (5.14), 
g,(u+x-Y)&(Y) 
2rr”/2g( u +x>/r(+l> + 
exp{yl(2Al)1g,(y) as u boo 
27r”‘2A/T(&m) 
(5.21) 
for y > 0. Here the function on the left hand side must be a density on R x 3, and 
in view of (5.19) and the fact that ~~(33) = 27~ ““/r($m) it is also clear that the 
function on the right hand side is a density on RX 6%‘. Adding things up we thus 
get, by Scheffe’s Theorem, 
P fi {?J(fJ(U)t*)sUi} X(O)-U-X 
i=l 
When d(H) = m we similarly obtain 
P 
I 
s 0,) PE5(0) = zvG= 
dtim(z) 
27F”/‘/T($m) 
dfcm( z) 
27r”“/r(+m) ’ 
In order to prove (5.3) we observe that, by (5.7), 
X(f) -X(O) - 77(t) 
= 115(~)-~,5(0)ll’-~~~- r~~,l5(0))5(0))-2(P,rr’+(r’)*l~,5(0)lr(O))~. 
(5.22) 
Here we have, by (5.20) and arguing as for (5.11), 
E{~~~(t)-r,~(0)~~2}~trace(R)((r”+r’r’+a,,,~~t2~0 as t+O. (5.23) 
Further we have, since RP, = A,&, 
(P,R,xIy)=(RrTx(PEy>=(r~xIA,P,y)=(A,P,rTx(y) 
for x, y E H, so that A;‘PER, = P,rT . In view of (5.8) and (5.9) we therefore readily 
obtain (again using that PER = RP, = A, PE) 
PErTr,PE = A;‘P,R,RTP, = PE -PE[r”-(r’)*r’- b,]PEt2, (5.24) 
for some b, E 3(H) with lim,,,ll btll = 0. Hence we conclude, by (5.7), 
Z-rtr,=Z-(P,+P,)r~r,(P,+P,) 
=PE[r”-(r’)*r’]PEf2-PPE[r’+(r’)*]P~f-(PE[r’+(r’)*]P~)*f 
+ PEbrPEt2+ P,c,P,t + P,d,P,t + PLe,P,, 
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where G, 4, e,E%W with /lctll, l/411, lle,ll+O as f+ 0. Inserting in (5.22) (and 
noting that (T*5(0) I5(0)) = (Q(O) 1 C(O))), we get, by (5.10), 
X(t) -X(O) - 71(t) 
= 115~~~-~,5~~~11~-~~~“-~~‘~*~‘l~t~S~~~l~~5~~~~~’ 
-([P&fEf2+PEcIPLf+ P,4Pd+ P,ePJS(O)I5(0)) 
~115~~~-~~5~0~ll~+Il~~lI lI&S(Ow~* 
+~ll~~ll+II~~ll~II~~5~O~Il lI~,5(O)Il~+ll~rII I/fx(O)ll’. (5.25) 
Now suppose that d(H) > m and let 19(x) = 0 for x G 0 and 0(x) = 1 for x > 0. 
Then we have, by (5.13) and (5.14), 
for x, y E R, where (using (5.19)) it is easy to check that the functions on both sides 
are densities on R”. Thus we get, by Scheffe’s Theorem, 
li~~~pP{X(q(u)r)-X(O)-a(q(u)r)>&[X(O)-21l/X(O)> ~1 
= lim sup 
u-cc II 
~~~~~~~~~~-~~O~-~~~~~~~~~~~~+Y~llI~~5~O~l12=~~, 
II PAO) II2 = u +xj 
g,(u+xk,(y)Nx+y) 
P{X(O)> u} 
dx dy 
5 li~~~pP{X(q(~)r)-XiO)--rl(q(u)r)~t-~x+~~)II(P,E(O)Il*=4’, 
II PAO) v = u +x> 
exp{-xl(2A,)}g,(y)8(x+y) 
2A,.A 
dx dy. 
The fact that (5.3) holds now follows since, by (5.6), (5.23) and (5.25), 
~~~~q~~~~~-~~O~-~~~~~~~~~~~~+Y~lll~,5~O~ll’=Y, II&5(O)ll’=~+xI 
~~~lIS~s~~~~~--Yy~u~rS~O~ll2+ll~y~~,~,ll~~+~/~~~2 
+(llCqw,r II + ll&uj,ll)(l +~lu)‘~‘y”‘f+ lleq~u~,lly> &(x+y)) 
+O as U+CO, when y>O and x+y>O. 
When d(H) = m we similarly get, by Schefft’s Theorem and (5.1), 
limsupP{X(q(u)t)-X(O)-n(q(u)t)>&[X(O)-u]jX(O)>u} 
I, - Cz 
I 
1c 
< limsupP{X(q(u)t)-X(O)-r](q(u)t)~~x~X(O)=u+x}f(x)dx 
0 U-r 
=z 
I 
111 
limT:p P{llt(du)t) - rq(u)t c(O)ll’+ llb,,.,,lI0 +xluP*> =).0x) dx. 
0 
Here the right hand side is 0 and hence (5.3) holds again. 
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To prove (5.4) we write n for the multiplicity of A,+, and take E E (0,l) such 
that 1 - F > A,+,/h,. Then we have, by symmetry, 
P{X(O) > u, X(t) > U} 
c2P{X(O)> %x(t)> u, IIPE5(~)/12~ IIPEr(0)l12] 
c2P{X(O)> u, llPES(f)l12~ IIPE5(0)l12~ &X(O)] 
+2~~lI~,5(o)112>(~-~)~~. (5.26) 
Now there is B, u, E (0, co) such that 
P{IIP,[(0)I(z>(l --E)u}s Bu”‘*~’ exp{-(l-c)u/(2A,+,)} for uz u, 
(cf. (5.14)), and hence it follows that 
[h’(Y(U)” P{IIP,5(o)Il’>(l-&)u} 
k=N P{X(O)’ ul 
c Bhu (n-“‘2 exp{-(l- ~)u/(2A,,,+,)}+~ 
aP(X(0) > u} 
as u+co. (5.27) 
Take h,,> 0 such that I)a,,,)) s 1, ))b,)) S& and I]r,jl s 2 for t E (0, h,J (cf. (5.7), 
(5.20) and (5.24)). Provided that IIPE[(r)((*a IIPE,$(0)l\2~ &X(O) we then have, by 
(5.24), 
IIP,~5(t)-r,S(~)lll,~ll5(~)ll~llPE~(f)ll-llP,~~5(~)ll1 
t II PE5(0) IIt 
.$~[llP,5(0H + II~E~,s(~)III~ll~~5(~)II - /I&~Pc(0)ll1 
3ll%c(0)Il~ 
=d$PEII - rTr,lPAO) It(O)> 
3llPdY(O)IIf 
~&&yllP&(O)((t for TV (0, ho]. 
Hence we obtain, by (5.6), (5.23) and Lemma, 
s exp 
&VI2 
-96 trace( R)[ 11 r”+ r’r’11 + l] 
P{X(O) > n] (5.28) 
for q(u)t E (0, ho] and t 3 12(,zy))‘[trace(R)( Ijr”+ r’r’(( + l)]“‘. 
Combining (5.26)-(5.28) we easily conclude that (5.4) holds for h s ho. 
To prove (5.5) we observe that, taking p E (f, 1) and F E (0,l -p), 
P~~(~)~~,~(0)~~+~P~~P~2115(O)Il 115(t)-5(0)ll’fI 
~~~l15~~~~1’~-‘~+~~I15~~~-~5(~~ll~~fP+F~, 
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where, by (5.12) and (5.14), the right hand side is o(f) as tS0. Hence it follows that 
(cf. e.g., Leadbetter et al., 1983) 
&4)=lfJn r~‘P{X(r)~u<X(O)}=If~~ t-‘P{X(t)~u<X(O)~ u-ft”}. 
Here we have, by arguing as for (5.25), 
X(f) = X(O) + 17(t)+([r’+ (r’)*l~,5(0) I PL5(0))l 
+l15~~~-~r5~~~l12+~f,~~~~15~~~~~ 
3x(O)+77(f)--2llr’ll II~~5~~~l12~-llftlI~~~~~ 
for some J E Z( II) with lim,,, ljfi /) = 0. It follows that, for d(H) > m, 
t-'P{X(t)~u<X(O)~u+t"} 
~~~-177~f~--211~‘ll~-Il~ll~~+~~~~-~l 
llPL5(0) II2 = Y? PdO) = du + Xl -Y> 
,pb+x~-Yk,(Y) 
27r"'2/T(4m) 
dKm(z) dy dx. 
Taking 6 E (2( 1 -p)/p, 1) (this is possible for p <f) we readily obtain 
I 
gE(U+xXf-y)gl(y) 
li? ‘,I,-(XI~6c-.V<U+X, zt.l/ 
2T”‘/2,T(;m) dKn’(Z) dY dx 
s II M1(xt - y)m’2-’ *cxc r”-‘,-(rr)fiLy-‘xr (2A,)""r($m) dYdx 
i 
rp-' M,[(xt)fi+xt]"~2 
= 
o (2A,)"'2T(f(m+2))dX+o 
as t 10, for u > 1. Further it is easily seen that for each F > 0 we have 
g&u+xXf-y)s(l+E)gE(U-y) and Ju+xt--y~(l+~)- 
for O< x < t”-‘, 0~ y < u - (xt)* and t sufficiently small. Adding things up we 
therefore obtain, for F E (0, 1) and u > 1, 
+(r(rl)*+r’lP~~io)lz)] 
-llrtll (/f[S(r)-r,E(O)llJy’;‘- ll~‘llY-IIf;ll~~-~x w15(o)I12=Y 
I 
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x2Ju-y IIm(o)l12=Y 1 (1 +428E(u -Y>&(Y) dKm(Z) dy 2~““/r(+m) 
ajJ-~~E([(X+[(rl)‘+r’lP,f(O)l~) 
_mia+ II~‘ll.Y -
Ju-y ] ) llsuw=y) 
x(1+4211U-)'d~-Y)gL(Y)dKm(Z)dY 
7r""/r(+m) 
Here the last inequality follows easily from (5.7), (5.20) and (5.23). Sending E JO 
we now readily conclude, by (5.1), 
lim sup 
P(UMU) 
u-cc P{X(O) > U} 
= lim sup 
P(u)s(u)f(O) 
u-97 g(u) 
s lim sup 
IS 
~~~~~~+~~~'~*+~'1~~5~~~1~~1~111~~5~~~112=~~ U'cc ZE% 
f(o>Ju-vgE(u -Y)g,(Y) dKm(Z) dy 
x 2Tr”“&g(u)/r($m) 
+ lim sup 
I 
GziEiTY+ II r’llvl 
%f(O)&(U -Y)&(Y) dY 
u-cc Jl;du) 
Here we have, by (5.21), 
Further, by (5.1), (5.13) and (5.14), there are C, 0, U,E (0, ~0) such that 
E{[(X+[(r’)*+r’lP,~(O) lz>1-I I m30)ll’=Y~ 
Gb%(u -Y)&(Y) 
J;;gw 
(5.29) 
~Dexp{y/(h,+h,+,)}g,(y) fory>O, ZG% and usu2. 
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Hence we have dominated convergence since (by e.g., Hwang, 1980) 
exp(yl(2A )}g,(_v) dy <a for A > A,, , . 
In order to prove that (for d(H) > m + 1) 
lim sup 
/J(u)du) sf(o) 
1d-r P{X(O)> u} li 
N2(x+[(r’)*+ r’l~~5(O)lz)l-/ II~L~(0)ll’ =4’) 
zc,fi 
it is therefore (by (5.29)) sufficient to prove that 
lim sup 
s 
[Y +4k4~ -Y)&(Y) dy = o. 
u-z &g(u) 
(5.30) 
To that end we take e > 0 such that (2A ,) ’ + F < (2A,,,+ ,))I. It is then straightforward 
to see that (5.1), (5.13) and (5.14) imply 
lim sup 
exp{-e(u -v))gE(U -v)sl(.r) dy <~, 
U’U’ exp{-au)g(u) 
From this we directly deduce that (5.30) holds. 
When d(H) = m we similarly (but with much less effort) obtain 
lim sup 
P(UMU) af(o) J ENaX I z>1-> dKfn(z) U’“cI P(X(0) > u} zc .Yl 27r”“‘/T(im) 
The theorem now follows readily from Corollary 3 and (5.14). q 
Remark. The basic works in the finite dimensional case are Sharpe (1978) and 
Lindgren (1980a, b, 1984, 1989). Other examples of related work are Berman (1982, 
1984), Aronowich and Adler (1985, 1986, 1988), Leadbetter and Root&n (1988) 
and Albin (1990). 
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